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Hazards and risks

Introduction
Natural hazards in Austria are not a rare occurrence, given the frequent flooding and great
bed loads through erosive processes and gravitational mass movements. Hence several
places have experienced events in the past which resulted in considerable damage, or
even the loss of human life.
Consequently, decision makers are increasingly reliant on knowledge concerning areas
of different hazard potential in order to take adequate preventive measures.
Due to this background, a regional study BUWELA in the area of Bucklige WeltWechselland was initiated by the Austrian Service for Torrent and Avalanche Control
(WLV), who is responsible for creating detailed hazard maps in Austria. As part of the
study, the following points were targeted:
Development of methods and strategies according to which the objective data- and
information basis, regarding hazard potentials for catchments, can be provided on a
regional scale (project phase 1).
Development of standardised methods and strategies according to which objective
judgements of hazard potential can be made on a local scale. These results are the
subsequent basis for the creation of detailed hazard maps (project phases 2 & 3).
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Creation of susceptibility maps, which contain qualitative information and good
approximations of real data on the dominant processes that cause bed load within the
project area (such as erosion and soil slips), as well as containing the resultant bed load
potential on catchment scale:
based on general and comprehensive coverage of available data and regional
expert knowledge
for a relatively large and landscape-wise heterogeneous area
Special challenges were:
the tight project frame in terms of time schedule, financing and personnel, which
demanded the development of appropriate handling strategies and developments
decentralised and incomplete analogue information from archives
no basic data relating to the processes (e.g. process-orientated soil maps) were
available in full coverage
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Soil slips and erosion
are dominant

Susceptibility map “relative bed-load-potential"
on catchment scale

process-related basic data (e.g. substrate concept maps, inventory map)
susceptibility maps “dominant processes relating to bed load” and „relative bed load potential“ for
catchment areas from 1 km² to 50 km²
plausibility of the produced susceptibility maps using researched data yielded good/realistic results
efficient strategy: a third of the total effort was invested in each of the following:
- research and digitalisation of data
- detailed field surveys in sub-regions representative of the overall agricultural region
- development and application of heuristic methods
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good interdisciplinary project cooperation was particularly important to achieve the set targets,
given the complex project contents.
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The results of the interdisciplinary work should form the basis for further planning
decisions (more detailed investigations, hazard zoning) of governmental authorities
responsible for the study region (project phases 2&3).
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